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University accredited by Italian government.  Want students who are peaceful and abide 

by Ethos, no patents, no military applications, but will allow Intelligence people in with 

the idea that they will be changed.   Five health centers are authorized around Europe to 

receive treatment with new technology.   Release PROTECTION units against 

microwave and cyber attacks. Absorbs most of radiation (21 min). One Canadian group 

trying to hijack gmail, Keshe made threat to stop attacks. (pain pads purchase at 

info@omegaquantum.com )  Frequencies are coming through the cameras on laptop, 

when hospitals need money they can attack certain people who match an image study, 

they had a very complicated system of attacks on population. These technologies have 

come through Nasa research and now abused (30 ). Is the pain pad effective against 

waves? Not enough research yet. Why they're targeting certain people.     New topic, 

back to SSI lab and reactors. see fields that can lead to production of matter.  

Experimenting with collecting Energy from Coil inside a Gans with electrode and apply 

small voltage.  Gans means a gas in nano state.  Zinc and copper wires creates an 

environment for CO2 Gans.  This system can be used to clean environments by tuning the 

current to create right conditions of pollutants. New dimension of Matter absorption. This 

is how planets absorb matters from the environment of solar system. Purification of 

water, system will attract elements. Can use to purify blood. Extract elements at the 

energy level then convert to matter.   Tesla and Edison work with megavolts needs to be 

shelved. The plasma works with low voltage.  (1:37). it's same way lymph converts 

matter to Gans, etc.   

MIKE: presentation, (1:50). Hydrogen (1 proton & 2 electron is unbalanced, will seek 

balance), Pre-hydrogen has only 1 proton and 1 electron join becomes the first infinity 

loop. (MG is like a soap bubble). Why do we need electron?  It absorbs the leakage of the 

proton, or it would decay very rapidly.  Keshe describes how Hydrogen combines to 

Tritium electron and proton goes back to neutron.   Video on Vortexes in a pool.  Mirror 

galaxies get created by vortexes, in North Russia can see two suns. How they make non-

stick Teflon coating on pan. (2:35) The atomic weight of water hammers the nano coat 

back into pan, best non-stick pan. It's a kind of nano technology around for thousands 

years, heated pan with drops of water on top. Natural nano materials, the ones in the 

market are made by "popcorn" method, not really nano coated.   Left caustic in container 

for 1 year things growing in it.   Armand experiment, CO2 box with sugar in water, stir 

with nano coated rod.  To grow blood add Fe (hemoglobin), plants add Magnesium 

(chlorophyll).  Created "new life" entities grown out of Gans. (2:57).  Two vials, one 

create the neural and other blood in vials for 6 years.  Replicated the condition of life in 

the vacuum body of man. By controlling the voltage can create different tissues.  The 12 

body salts as found by homeopathy.  Can control psychological behavior of man. 

Schizophrenics switch souls when being treated with the Cup. What your system can't 

use gets converted to matter through MG. Sheds extra materials through production of 

hair for example, this is not understood by doctors. Puts two electrodes in box so can 

control the conditions.   Have to be open enough to correct your mistakes, must coincide 

with Science.  Write down first what your trying to do and predict outcome. In box is 

zinc, plastic and caustic. The plastic contains CH molecules, like sugar, means energy for 

the growth of organisms. Wherever fingerprint left amino acids, the basis of life.   Keshe 

has some cups that are 4 years old and he replicating life in different parts of solar 



system. It's growing on its own. "The essence of life".  (3:22).  The 4 cups are in the 

structure of He.  (Lucian joke what his group doing for CIA). Asking about Armand 

experiment, the Na covalent bond doesn't come into it, because matter state.  Is what 

happens in stomach, becomes plasma state when add NaCl.  When food enters throat, 

which is nano material, the behavior changes to plasmatic, because its encapsulated. 

NaCl become plasmatic and will not stick together necessarily as in chemically bond. 

Their MG fields may connect with another entity. You create atomic plasmatic structure 

of Hydrogen. Lucian is like translator into technology language. "Once the Gans got 

produced it continues to create the Gans.   (3:55). Problem of humans is they only believe 

in what you see. The air is containing many materials unseen. You have created the MG 

fields in the air in which to attract those materials and it continues to extract them. Like 

producing Pb out of the air, which was from the exhaust of cars.  The environmental 

condition of the Gans, creates the conditions to extract the matter. Didn't need the salt 

because the conditions already created by the Gans. The space between the Gans is a 

condition or an environment for extraction of material. It's a dynamic Plasma 

environment. This is the world of creation, you don't see copper plates in creation. Still 

thinking in Matter terms!!!  So the same box in Arizona will produce different Gans then 

box in Beijing. The difference between Plasmatic Battery then normal battery, plasma 

battery is tapping the main source.  University fees 5,000 Euros per annum. 

 


